
 
   

CAE: Formal Letter of Complaint 
 
Topic: The last time you had dinner at your favourite local restaurant, you felt that the 
standard of food and service had dropped. Write a letter explaining why you felt 
disappointed. Suggest ways to improve the situation. 
 
Opening Phrases: I am writing to complain about …. / I am writing to draw your attention 
to/ It is with regret that I feel I must express my disappointment at…/ I am writing to express 
my dissatisfaction with …  
 
Closing Phrases: I hope you will take my comments into consideration and will give this 
matter your urgent attention. / I hope you will look into this situation and that the service 
offered by your restaurant will improve/I would like to know what you are going to do to 
rectify the poor service you are offering to your customers. I am looking forward to receiving 
a response.  

Introduction: Reason for 
writing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Paragraph 2: Complain 
about the food.  
 
 
 
 
 
Paragraph 3: Complain 
about the service 
 
 
 
Paragraph 4: Make a 
suggestion about food 
 
 
Paragraph 5: Make a 
suggestion about the 
service 
 
 
 
Closing remarks 

(See “Opening Phrases” )/ Say you are a regular 
customer and used to be satisfied / Say when and 
with whom you had dinner at the restaurant and that it 
was a great and unexpected disappointment (had 
high hopes / first-class experience / fine food / top-
class service) 
 
 
(Linkers: First of all / Then / To cap it all) 
 it was cold and tasteless (άνοστο) / it was stale 
(μπαγιάτικο) / low standard food / limited range 
(επιλογή) of starters (ορεκτικά) / did not taste at all 
fresh / was poorly presented /left a lot to be desired / 
 
 
the main course was extremely slow at being served / 
the waiter was simply at trainee / made several 
mistakes at our order / seemed rushed and annoyed 
/his response was to say/ unprofessional /  
 
might I suggest that … / it would be advisable to…. 
/oversee the preparation… / upgrade the quality of 
ingredients / be freshly prepared/  
 
Regarding the service…/ I would suggest that … / 
ensure your employees know the menu well enough 
../ to ensure that…/ observe your waitstaff’s 
interactions with the customers… /Talk to your 
customers at a regular basis 
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